JVOND PRODUCTIONS
WWW.JVONDPRODUCTIONS.COM
JVONDPRODUCTIONS@GMAIL.COM
424-262-4283
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WORKING WITH FRONT RANGE VENUES SINCE 2005.

LIVE MUSIC - As a solo artist JVonD offers a unique concert performance ranging from
guitar anthems on dance beats to traditional themes like Christmas music.
His ﬂexible stage setup allows for the addition of session musicians, even full bands, while
also being able to seamlessly segway the rock/trance into his new disc golf rap songs.

Interested in hosting the album release of
"Disc Golf" the rap CD? Touch base with
this wildly popular sport by offering a space
for this growing community which is
known not only for their libation
consumption but friendly party attitudes.
FREE DEMO DOWNLOAD & RECENT JAM VIDEOS - WWW.JVOND.COM

EDM NIGHTS - Looking to bring the club life to your venue?
The electronic dance music scene is exploding. We can make it easy for you to
offer a periodic event to attract your target audience and keep them coming
back. If needed we can provide all the sound reinforcement,
lighting, and other back-end solutions for any gig.
JVonD has shared the stage with many different artists and bands so he has a
long list of attractive participants. Also working the back-end of many
fundraisers, festivals, live shows, and broadcasts, JVonD has the resources to
bring your vision to reality.
FRONT & BACK - In need of a responsible production engineer?
Whether its visual or auditory JVonD can solve any problem and has helped
the community put on ﬂawless shows time and time again.
Recording A/V since 1992, JVonD has an extensive knowledge of the motion
picture realm and puts his all into every production as if it's his own.
Live sound mixing to a 3 camera streaming broadcast, he's got you covered.

JOHNNY'S CIGAR BAR

LARIMER LOUNGE

CERVANTES' MASTERPIECE

OPEN MIC NIGHT - The ultimate open mic night is now within your reach.
JVonD is the creator the wildly popular "Virtual Open Mic". This event was a
big hit in 2009 when JVonD and Johnny’s Cigar Bar brought an audio/video live
streaming/archiving solution to the music community where in less than one
year they created 700+ A/V archives for musicians to enjoy and share for free.
The musicians spread the word and the popularity spread extremely fast.
He'd like to revive this event around Longmont and give the community
another opportunity to share their great memories while sharpening their skills.
SPECIAL EVENTS - TV Shows and Podcasts can attract a entirely different
crowd. JVonD Productions specializes in bringing the shows out of the studio
and into the ﬁeld to encourage community interaction while maintaining a very
small footprint. It's a win for both show and venue where both parties make
more money and keep the community interested and coming back for more.

FOX THEATER

BOULDER OUTLOOK - CLIMBTALK

ORIENTAL THEATER - LOVE 4 OK

